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ABSTRACT
Signal Space Diversity (SSD) has been lately adopted into the second generation of the terrestrial digital video broadcasting standard DVB-T2. In this paper, a bit-interleaved coded modulation receiver for the DVB-T2 standard is detailed. An LDPC decoder based on a vertical layered schedule is the main novelty of this work. It enables an efficient exchange of extrinsic information between the rotated demapper and the LDPC decoder if an iterative receiver is considered. The design and the FPGA prototyping of the resultant architecture are then described. Low architecture complexity and good performance represent the main features of the proposed receiver.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown by Zehavi [1] that the performance of coded modulation can be improved over a Rayleigh fading channel by bit-wise interleaving at the Forward Error Correcting (FEC) encoder output, and by using an appropriate soft-decision metric at the FEC decoder input. This principle, called Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM), currently represents the reference in coded modulations over fading channels. The SSD principle introduced in [2-3] improves the diversity order of BICM schemes over fading channels. It is divided into two steps. The first step consists of rotating the constellation in signal space following a particular angle value. The second step applies an interleaving of one of the In-phase (I) or Quadrature (Q) components of the signal with respect to the other. When concatenated with FEC codes, modulations with SSD show an improvement in performance for high coding rates [4] over fading channels. In the presence of erasure events, BICM with SSD achieves higher spectral efficiencies beyond the redundancy ratio of the outer FEC [4]. In addition, improvement in performance by several dBs over severe channel conditions has been observed.

The BICM with Iterative Demodulation or Demapping (BICM-ID) proposed in [5] is based on an iterative receiver with additional soft feedback from the Soft-Input Soft-Output (SISO) decoder to the constellation demapper. In [6], the convolutional code classically used in BICM-ID schemes was replaced by a turbo code. BICM-ID with an LDPC code was studied for different DVB-T2 transmission scenarios in [4]. The authors show that an iterative demapping associated with SSD provides additional error correction that can exceed 1.0 dB over some channel types. Thanks to these advantages, BICM-ID has been pointed out in the implementation guidelines of the DVB-T2 standard [7] as one of the important means for improving performance at the receiver side. Best DVB-T2 error rate performance results are obtained when iterative demodulation is applied.

However, the application of BICM-ID with SSD has an important impact on the design of the rotated QAM demapper and the LDPC decoder. When Gray mapping is used, applying a rotation to the signal constellation breaks the independence between the in-phase and quadrature components of the QAM. Consequently, the Maximum Likelihood (ML) QAM detector cannot apply two independent Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) detectors anymore. Instead, both I and Q signal components are needed for the computation of the demapper metrics. The design of high throughput, low complexity, low latency architectures for a BICM with SSD becomes a challenge. In [8], flexible mapper and demapper architectures for DVB-T2 are presented. The decomposition of the constellation into two-dimensional sub-regions in signal space associated with additional algorithmic simplifications represents the main novelty of [8]. They enable to strongly decrease the complexity of the demapper.

LDPC codes can be efficiently decoded using the Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm. This algorithm operates on the bipartite graph representation of the code by iteratively exchanging messages between the variable and check nodes along the edges of the graph. The Min-Sum (MS) algorithm, which is an alternative method, can significantly reduce the hardware complexity of the BP algorithm. Moreover, modified versions of MS algorithm such as normalized MS or offset MS using additional correction factors offer comparable decoding performance over the BP algorithm. Based on these different improvements, many LDPC decoders have been described in previous papers; a brief review can be found in [9]. The schedule defines the order of passing messages between all the nodes of the bipartite
At the receiver side, the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) have an important impact on the whole receiver. Shuffling has to be applied. Indeed, the ID imposes a latency that can be extended to BICM-ID in order to design a low-latency iterative process convergence. This principle can be applied to both LDPC and turbo codes as presented in [11]. The layered schedules enable the decoding convergence to speed up. They can also ensure a good matching between decoding algorithms on one hand and decoder architectures on the other hand.

For a BICM-ID scheme, an efficient exchange of extrinsic information between the demapper and the decoder has to be applied. Indeed, the ID imposes a latency that can have an important impact on the whole receiver. Shuffled versions of the standard iterative decoding algorithms for both LDPC and turbo codes are presented in [11]. The proposed schemes have about the same computational complexity as the standard versions while enjoying faster iterative process convergence. This principle can be extended to BICM-ID in order to design a low-latency receiver. It forces however a vertical layered schedule for the decoding of the LDPC codes. Vertical layered schedule for the BP algorithm is found in literature. To our knowledge, normalized MS based on vertical layered decoding was only studied in [12]. Moreover, the problem of memory access conflicts for layered architectures has never been addressed in the case of a normalized MS based on vertical layered decoding. As a possible solution, we extend the reordering mechanism of the DVB-T2 parity check matrix detailed in [13], to a vertical layered schedule. We also solved the message updating inefficiency caused by the double diagonal sub-matrices during the decoder design.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the basic principles of the BICM-ID and SSD. Section 3 details a vertical layered decoding using a normalized MS algorithm. The challenging issue of resolving memory conflicts is developed in Section 4. Finally, an implementation of the proposed LDPC decoder for a BICM receiver and its experimental setup onto an FPGA device are presented.

2. BICM-ID SYSTEM

The channel model used to simulate and emulate the effect of erasure events is a modified version of the classical Rayleigh fading channel. More information about this model is given in [8].

2.1. BICM-ID with SSD

The SSD principle consists of introducing modifications to the mapper and demapper as shown in Fig. 1. The QAM constellation is rotated by an angle $\alpha$ and the component axes are interleaved [5]. The in-phase and quadrature components are therefore subject to two different fading coefficients increasing the degree of diversity of the BICM scheme.

The information frame $u$ goes through the FEC encoder to generate the codeword $c$. Afterwards, this sequence $c$ is interleaved using the bit interleaver $\pi$ to generate the mapper input sequence $v$. At time $t$, $m$ consecutive bits of the interleaved sequence $v$ are mapped to complex symbol $x_t$. At the receiver side, the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) computation has to take into account the introduced modifications (cf. Fig. 1(b)). For Gray-mapped QAM constellations, the demapper calculates a two-dimensional squared Euclidean distance for the computation of the LLR $y_t$ related to the $i$th bit of $v_t$. After de-interleaving, the LLRs are used as inputs to the decoder. When the received signal $y_t$ is erased, the LLR computation is updated accordingly. The extrinsic exchange of soft information is initiated between the decoder and the demapper thanks to a soft feedback.

2.2. The LDPC code of the DVB-T2 standard

Irregular Repeat Accumulate (IRA) codes are a family of special LDPC codes which can be encoded/decoded with linear complexity while still keeping good BER performance. An IRA code is characterized by a parity check matrix composed of two sub-matrices: a sparse sub-matrix and a staircase lower triangular sub-matrix. Moreover, periodicity has been introduced in matrix design in order to reduce storage requirements. This family of LDPC codes has been adopted in the DVB-T2 standard. Unfortunately, the parity check matrices are not perfectly structured for layered decoding architectures, leading to some memory access conflicts. Moreover, an important issue in the design of LDPC decoder architectures for DVB-T2 is the fact that the standard supports multiple frame and code rate scenarios. Actually, two different frame lengths (16200 bits and 64800 bits) and a set of different code rates (1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5 and 5/6) have been adopted. In this paper, we propose a novel LDPC decoder architecture particularly suited to the BICM-ID context in order to closely approach best performance results provided in the implementation guidelines of the DVB-T2 standard.
3. A VERTICAL LAYERED DECODING SCHEME USING A NORMALIZED MS ALGORITHM

3.1 Vertical layered schedule

By means of the Gauss-Seidel algorithm, a vertical layered schedule for the BP algorithm updates the messages between check and bit nodes in a column by column way. In the sake of clarity, the algorithm is described as a fully serialized version, in which the messages are processed one by one. Let $llr_n$ denote the intrinsic channel reliability value of the variable node $n$, $E_{mn}$ denotes the message sent from check node $m$ to bit node $n$, $T_{mn}$ denote the message sent from variable node $n$ to check node $m$ and $T_n$ denote a posteriori log-likelihood ratio of bit node $n$ during each iteration.

**Vertical layered BP algorithm**

0. Initialization:
1. $T_{mn}^{(0)} = llr_m$, $m \in M(n)$
2. $\alpha_m^{(0)} = \prod_{n \in M(m)} \text{sgn}(llr_n)$, $\beta_m^{(0)} = \sum_{n \in \text{in}(m)} \text{sgn}(llr_n)$
3. Iterative decoding
4. $\forall t = 1, 2, ..., \text{t}_{\text{max}}$ // iteration
5. $\forall n = 1, 2, ..., N$ // sub-iteration
   // check node processing
   6. $E_{mn}^{(t)} = \alpha_m \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)}) \cdot \varphi(\beta_m - \varphi(T_{mn}^{(t-1)})))$
   // bit node processing
   7. $T_n^{(t)} = T_n^{(t-1)} - E_{mn}^{(t)}, \forall m \in M(n)$
   // check node update for next sub-iteration
   8. $\alpha_n^{(t)} = \alpha_n \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)}) \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t)})$, $m \in M(n)$
   9. $\beta_n^{(t)} = \beta_n - \varphi(T_{mn}^{(t-1)}) + \varphi(T_{mn}^{(t)})$, $m \in M(n)$
10. Hard decision according to $\text{sign}(T_n^{(t)})$

The decoding algorithm consists of passing messages $T_{mn}$ from variable nodes to parity check nodes and messages $E_{mn}$ from parity check nodes to variable nodes during an iterative process. In the serial vertical layered algorithm, one iteration is split into $n$ sub-iterations, one for every layer. First, the messages $T_{mn}$ and values $\alpha_n$ and $\beta_n$ are initialized with the intrinsic channel reliabilities $llr_n$. Each sub-iteration is composed of three steps: check node processing, bit node processing and $\alpha_n$, $\beta_n$ value update. The check node processing is based on the property of $\varphi^{-1}(x) = \varphi(x)$ ($x > 0$), with $\varphi(x) = -\log \tanh(x/2)$. Then, the a posteriori log-likelihood ratio $T_n^{(t)}$ for bit node $n$ is achieved by adding all the $E_{mn}^{(t)}$ to $llr_m$. The messages $T_{mn}^{(t)}$ are computed from $T_n^{(t)}$. The $\alpha_n$, $\beta_n$ values are updated according to the messages $T_{mn}^{(t)}$. Finally, the hard decision is taken from the sign of $T_n^{(t)}$.

One of the main advantages of the vertical layered schedule is faster decoding convergence. By comparison with a flooding schedule, less iterations are needed thanks to the computation of variables $\alpha_n$ and $\beta_n$. $\beta_n = \sum_{n \in N(m), n < n} \varphi(T_{mn}^{(t)})$, $\alpha_n = \prod_{n \in N(m), n < n} \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)})$

The vertical layered schedule is particularly suited for a hardware design in the sense that it can reduce the required number of memory accesses. $T_{mn}$ is used and updated only once by iteration and the $\alpha_n$ and $\beta_n$ are used and updated $dc$ times by iteration.

3.2 Normalized MS algorithm

A normalized MS vertical layered message passing algorithm has been studied to reduce hardware complexity. Following the principle of MS algorithm for horizontal layered decoding, the vertical layered MS uses $\lambda$ ($\lambda \geq 2$) minimum values of $T_{mn}$ to simplify the check node processing.

**Vertical layered normalized Min-Sum algorithm**

0. Initialization:
1. $\forall n = 1, 2, ..., N$
2. $\text{sgn}(T_{mn}) = \text{sgn}(llr_m), m \in M(n)$
3. $\alpha_m = \prod_{n \in \text{in}(m)} \text{sgn}(llr_n)$
4. $M_m^0 = \min(\llr_m)$, $M_m^0 = \secmin(\llr_m)$
5. $P_m^0 = \text{nindex}(M_m^0)$, $P_m^0 = \text{nindex}(M_m^0)$
6. Iterative decoding
7. $\forall t = 1, 2, ..., \text{t}_{\text{max}}$ // iteration
8. $\forall n = 1, 2, ..., N$ // sub-iteration
   // check node processing
   9. if ($n = P_m^0$) $E_{mn}^{(t)} = \alpha_m \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)}) \cdot M_1$
      else $E_{mn}^{(t)} = \alpha_m \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)}) \cdot M_0$
      // bit node processing
   10. $T_n^{(t)} = llr_m + \sum_{m \in \text{out}(n)} E_{mn}^{(t)}$, $m \in M(n)$
      // check node update for next sub-iteration
   11. $\alpha_m^{(t)} = \alpha_m \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)}) \cdot \text{sgn}(T_{mn}^{(t-1)})$, $m \in M(n)$
   12. $M_m^{k+1} = \min \left\{ T_{mn}^{(t)}, T_{mn}^{(t-1)} \right\}$, $k \in N(m) \setminus n$
   13. $M_m^k = \secmin(T_{mn}), k \in N(m)$
   14. $P_m^k = \text{nindex}(M_m^k)$, $P_m^k = \text{nindex}(M_m^k)$
   15. Hard decision according to $\text{sign}(T_n^{(t)})$
$M_n^0$ and $M_n^1$ are the minimum and second minimum values of $T_m$ for check node $m$. $P_n^0$ and $P_n^1$ are the corresponding bit node index of $M_n^0$ and $M_n^1$, that belong to the set of $n \in N(m)$. Let $\eta$ denote the scaling factor for the correction of the over-estimation introduced by the MS algorithm. Thus, the most complex part of normalized MS vertical layered message passing algorithm is the update of $M_n^0$, $M_n^1$, $P_n^0$, $P_n^1$. Note that this part is quite different from the horizontal layered schedule. Let’s take the update of $M_n^0$ at the $n^{th}$ sub-iteration as an example. Three cases have to be considered.

1-) $P_n^0 = n$, $M_n^0$ is selected from the previous $M_n^1$ and $T_m^{(i)}$, 2-) $P_n^0 = n$, $M_n^0$ is selected from the previous $M_n^0$ and $T_m^{(i)}$, 3-) $P_n^0 \neq n$ and $P_m^0 \neq n$, $M_n^0$ is selected from the previous $M_m^0$, previous $M_m^1$ and $T_m^{(i)}$.

Normally, the update of $M_n^1$ needs a third minimum value as a candidate of the second minimum ($\lambda = 3$). However, simulation results showed that only 0.05dB performance penalty is observed if $\lambda = 2$. Consequently, this value has been chosen in our study. The impact of the normalized vertical layered MS algorithm for the decoding of DVB-T2 LDPC codes is illustrated in Fig. 2. Simulations were carried out for four decoding algorithms with a maximum number of 50 iterations: horizontal and vertical layered BP, floating-point and fixed-point versions of vertical layered normalized MS. For comparison, the uncoded 256-QAM is also plotted. Simulation results show that no significant BER deviation is observed between horizontal and vertical layered BP algorithms. BP algorithm outperforms normalized MS algorithm by about 0.4 dB at 10^-6. An additional penalty of 0.3 dB is introduced for a fixed-point version of the normalized MS algorithm. Results show decoding performance close to floating-point BP algorithm.

4. DESIGN OF AN LDPC DECODER FOR BICM

The DVB-T2 LDPC codes are architecture-aware codes. It means that a pipeline decoder can be implemented in parallel to improve the throughput. But, similarly to the horizontal layered decoder, the memory access conflict problem is the bottleneck of the design of a high throughput, low complexity vertical layered MS LDPC decoder. To our knowledge, this is the first architecture design that overcomes memory access conflicts without additional delays in the decoding process when a normalized MS vertical layered message passing algorithm is considered.

4.1 Architecture of a vertical layered MS LDPC decoder

Fig. 3 details the architecture of the proposed vertical layered MS LDPC decoder for the DVB-T2 standard. It consists of two main blocks: bit node processor SISO-A and check node processor SISO-B. Since the DVB-T2 standard supports two long frames, 90 SISO-A and 90 SISO-B blocks have been designed to work in parallel in our architecture. For one sub-iteration, the $M_m^0$, $M_m^1$, $P_m^0$, $P_m^1$, $\alpha_m$, and sgn($T_{mn}$) values are read out from memories to compute the extrinsic messages $E_{mn}^{(i)}$ in SISO-B processor. Afterward, the messages $E_{mn}^{(i)}$ are sent thanks to a barrel shifter to different SISO-A processors. They are in charge of performing the sum of extrinsic messages in order to compute the a posteriori log-likelihood ratios $T_{mn}^{(i)}$ and the messages $T_{mn}^{(i)}$. These latter are then sent to the different SISO-B processors by using another barrel shifter for updating sgn($T_{mn}$), $M_m^0$, $M_m^1$, $P_m^0$, $P_m^1$ and $\alpha_m$ values.

Unlike a horizontal layered decoder, it is not possible to assign only one barrel shifter in the vertical layered decoder. Indeed, the information exchange between SISO-A and SISO-B processors has to deal with two different cases: LLR initialization and classical exchange.

4.2 Memory access conflict resolution

A pipeline process is generally applied in order to increase the throughput. The main bottleneck is the memory access conflicts for the check node memory bank in the case
of a vertical layered MS LDPC decoder. Fig. 4 shows the scheduling of one sub-iteration for three column layers with a bit node degree of three, where MP means the check node memory bank. In this case, six periods are necessary for updating the check node memory bank.

Permutations done during this second step introduce some accesses of bit node processors. However, the connected to the column a reordering mechanism, so the read data 1,0 to reduce the number of DDSM. We propose a solution latest updated value. Splitting the sub-matrix is a good way to process the two extrinsic messages Tsub and Tsub get to be processed. Actually in our design, we first update the values \{αα, Mα, Mα, Pα, Pα\} from Tsub. Then, these values are saved in local registers as shown in Fig. 5. In a second time, these values and Tsub are used to get the final values \{αα, Mα, Mα, Pα, Pα\}. They are finally written in the check node memory bank. Two period times are thus necessary to process the two extrinsic messages Tsub and Tsub. Fig. 5 details the proposed architecture that requires 4 comparators, 8 multiplexors and 4 registers. It enables to overcome all the update conflicts.

Let cad denote the address of the ith check node connected to the column j. If address cad is read out more than once before the update of MP, then there is a memory access conflict. The condition that leads to a conflict-free memory access is:

\[\{cad\} \cap \{dv + ε \text{ clk delay of } cad\} = \emptyset\]

To respect this constraint, we propose a design process without additional idle time. The first step is applied to the set of \{cad\} for each column j. Permutations are done between the addresses of all the check node processors connected to one bit node processor. After splitting the sub-matrix like in [13], this first step of the construction process enables to overcome 90 percent of the memory access conflicts. For the unsolved cases, a second step is applied to the set of \{cad\}, \{cad\}, ..., \{cad\} for all the columns.

Permutations done during this second step introduce some additional hardware control to manage the input/output accesses of bit node processors. However, the corresponding hardware cost is very low thanks to the reduced number of required permutations.

4.3 Conflicts due the parity check matrix structure

Parity check matrices for DVB-T2 LDPC codes are structured with shifted identify sub-matrices. Unfortunately, some sub-matrices contain two diagonals. It means that groups of variable nodes are connected twice to groups of check nodes. So, Double Diagonal Sub-Matrices (DDSM) introduce some memory access and update conflicts that have to be resolved during the decoder design. For example, if the column layer 0 of Fig. 4 has a DDSM, then two addresses cad and cad have to be processed at the same time. In this case, it is very difficult to avoid the conflict by a reordering mechanism, so the read data MP is not the latest updated value. Splitting the sub-matrix is a good way to reduce the number of DDSM. We propose a solution based on this idea: for every DDSM conflict, only one memory position is allocated in the check node memory bank. However, two extrinsic messages Tsub and Tsub get to be processed. Actually in our design, we first update the values \{αα, Mα, Mα, Pα, Pα\} from Tsub. Then, these values are saved in local registers as shown in Fig. 5. In a second time, these values and Tsub are used to get the final values \{αα, Mα, Mα, Pα, Pα\}. They are finally written in the check node memory bank. Two period times are thus necessary to process the two extrinsic messages Tsub and Tsub. Fig. 5 details the proposed architecture that requires 4 comparators, 8 multiplexors and 4 registers. It enables to overcome all the update conflicts.

5. BICM RECEIVER DESIGN AND PROTOTYPING

In order to validate the BICM receiver, BER performance measures have to be carried out. For this reason, we have integrated a channel emulator from a classical Rayleigh fading channel adjusted to hardware implementation. The channel emulator is obtained from an AWGN generator of multiples variables. The hardware emulator is achieved using the Wallace method. Moreover, erasure event modeling was added to the channel emulator as explained in section 2.1. This module needs 4,907 slice Flip-Flops and 6321 slice LUTs. In addition, 59 DSP resources are necessary for multiplications and 13 BlockRAMs are also assigned.

The experimental setup is a development board from Dinigroup that contains 6 Xilinx Virtex5 LX330 devices. Fig. 6 shows the different components of the experimental setup implemented onto only one of the FPGAs. A Pseudo Random Generator (PRG) sends out pseudo random data streams at each clock period f0. This module is composed of flip-flops and XOR gates. An LDPC encoder processes the data streams. The codeword bits are then re-ordered thanks to the DVB-T2 interleaver. The last task of the transmitter is the mapping. The channel emulator previously describe generates emulator previously described generates Rayleigh fading samples with or without erasures and adds them to
the data streams. The BICM receiver is made up of a demapper, a deinterleaver and an LDPC decoder. In the experimental setup, we have as well integrated the rotated demapper previously described in [8]. The proposed vertical layered MS LDPC decoder was synthesized and implemented onto the FPGA. Computational resources of the decoder take up 12,178 slice Flip-Flops and 37,161 slice LUTs. It means that the occupation rates are about 5% and 17% of a Xilinx XC5VLX330 FPGA for slice registers and slice LUTs, respectively. In addition, memory resources for the decoder take up 84 BlockRAMs of 18kbits or 36kbits. The maximum frequency estimated after logic synthesis is 122MHz, this result in a throughput of 174 Mbps, for R=3/4 @ 15 iterations.

A comparison of simulated performance and measured performance in terms of BER of the designed BICM for a QPSK constellation, a code rate R=3/4 and 64,800 bit frames, is presented in Fig. 7. The prototype shows quasi-identical performance when compared to fixed-point simulation for a maximum number of 25 decoding iterations.

**CONCLUSION**

BICM-ID shows best performance in the implementation guidelines of the DVB-T2 standard. In this paper, a normalized MS decoder architecture based on a vertical layered schedule is presented. It enables an efficient exchange data process between the demapper and the decoder in the ID context. In addition, a prototype based on a FPGA device has been done to validate the performance of the proposed LDPC decoder for DVB-T2.
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